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EVALUATION 2081: A HOPEFUL VIEW

OF THE FUTURE OF OUR PROASSION

Freda M. Holley

Austin Independent School District

One of the most influential things that befell my thgpking last

year Was a charge to do a review of Gerard O'Neill's book 2081, subtitled

A Hopeful View of the Human Future. In hopes of capturing ttie same sense

of optimistic creation of a desirable future expressed in that book I

would like to create for myself and for you a sense of where the future of

our profession may lead.

To iet the mood which 2081 created for me I ask you mentally to;

think of Yourself as a citizen of 1881 and a world dominated by horses, by

quilting bees, by one room schoolhouses. Now think of being suddenly asked

to envision 1981. Would you really believe that in a mere 100 years people

would be able to talk instantly to persons across the continent, to have

color images from New York entertain you in Montreal or California or Florida

or Texas, to fly in a'morning in a huge-tanklike instrument from New York

to San Francisco?

It is the premise of 2081 that current knowledge is sufficient to

forecast a fat more incredible future in the next 100 years than in the

past. Some of the features of 2081 as
1
envisioned are far flung:

, \
. Spate colonies that have relieved the world's overcrowding.

Controlled enviiopment cities such that Montreal could have

purfers and mango- trees.
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A robot who manages, cleans and runs the home and 'all its

machines.

. The home serving as workplace.

-serving as school.

Work weeks aT a few flexib.le hours such that leisure

a major role in:life.
0

Nam uYing 2081's visions and my own dream's, I'd like to give you

the world of evaluation in 2083 and Xell 9d how Ertca, an evaluator, lives

and works in that era.

-Erica works for Harris County PublAic Schools in Houston, Texas.

Like most states, Texas has follemed the trend which bec e well-estab-

lished in the late 1900's of dropping local or city school systems in favor

of cdUnty school systems with fairly strong, control by astate educational

Erica is an evaluator who is assigned the responsibility for eval-

u4ing the education of all 3 - 20 year-ol4 students in a given schdol area

in Houston. Erica's work can really be divided into the two parts of edu-

cation: academic and social. In the 2083 Texas system, children are edu-

cated in basic skills via computer at home under the supervision of their

parents. This instructiort occurs 12 hours a week and exams are taken via

, computer at the end of each sequence of instruction in the basic areas.
A

Erica collects the assessments for each student dhd has a skill file on each:

student in her area. This profile is automatically scanned on a regular

basis and should erratic progress occur, Erl.ca would receive an alert. She

then programs a'complete academic history and forwards this to an educa-

tional specialist who contacts the student or the student:s parent and
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works out a solut/br. Younger children in Erica's school also receive

7 another 8 hours of skill development in special exploratory areas of

their choice such as music, drama, crafts, and so forth. This instruction

is provided by parents 'with interests matched and scheduled by the school

system. Two days a week, scheduled by thekdays in which parents report to

a kentral work place, 'students participate in group activiEies based on

their_ind4v-idua1 leaning programs. For example, piano students join string

students at orchestra. 'Students with drama interests meet to work out

media presentations. Science students áollaborate on science projects.

Erica is responsible for designing and administering survey instruments to

evaluate participants' satisfaction with their in-school programs. Eri'ca

40

,makes it a point to observe as many of the school group activitits aS she

can.
4.

Most of Erica's students age 14 and above have apprentice work

activities for at least 10 hours per week. Erica is also rdsponsible for

assessing how well those\experiences are going both for student and for

employer.

Obviously Erica',s mork is quite extensive. -Two things make it
4

possible for her to get it all done. First, sheboughtT-Square, the

Japanese robot she met in 2081 in Japan. He does all her household main-,

tenance so lhe has.no obligation of that sort. AiS0 Erica ddes not herselL

have to do any-data analysis or summarizing. All that is done in Austin by

the State Educa4on Agency. Erica must only report back to the Harris County

School System any particular schaol needs she perce.ives and be available' to

individual parents for questions.

14 One mornipg of each month, Ericameets with other evaluato2s in
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her cluster. They review procedures, share evaluationresults, and solire

the problems they have encountered. Ancither-morning a month, Erica meetA

with the parents in 'the.school to examine data and plan any particular

evalUations they want. A third morning each month, Erica attends the

countywide staff day in which various groups of the ,Harrds County School

System meet together to get general direction updates. The Superintendent*

also gives them a pep/talk; some things never change!

4' Education is, no longer troubled by many problems it encountered

in 1983. The need clr special education, for example, disappeared about

lit

2030 when one genetic engineding program instituted in.the STear 2,0'00

finally began paying pff. The need for compensatory education has simi-

larly disappeared as poverty is generally gone. However, many paren s

still eRperience significagt problems'in providing students the leadership

they need in their instructional programs, so continuing:parent,edudatiog

is an important part'of the Harris County Public School program. hrica

'idoes not have responsibility for evaluating this program, since.her student

age base is only-3 - 20.

New problems have emerged, of course. Now that there is so little

link between adhievement and ability, creativiky has become much' more im-

portant. So far, no genetic keys to creativity have bpen discovered. There-
,

%az

fore, a number of special educational efforts directed toward increasing

-

..creativity are being researched. -Also, leisure counseling is a new, impor-

tant activity with the purpose of assuring that students do sufficient, eX-
.

ploration of different types Of aCtivities so that they can use their now

.
Iti

abundarit leisure time most enjoyably and benefici#11y.
. v

.

The desire to make history come'alive for stu'dents has resulted
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in the caleation of new "history islands." Students go and spend six week

periods in these authentic slices of histdry to gain the feel and spirit

of the age. The period is recreated to an exacE decree. The mid J900's

era, bur example, has black and white televisions, vintage cars, fixed .

iel,ephones, and movie.theaters. The pioneer villages and the cowboy towns

remaingthe most popular experiences.

Erica's husband Larry also works in education; but for the Texas

Education Agency. .He travels to Austin one day a week for his group's

work meetking. He is involved in a statewide research project on the course

certification exams for the high school skills courses "ich had started out

back in the l900'9 as Advanced Placement Exams. There is some feeling that

standards could be raised on these since so many students seem to be "top-

ping out". on the exams. The other.days Larry works in'Houston at home.

Erica 'and Larry find their work very 'satisfying. The national

evaluation program created when the Nationdl Assessment Program, NI , and

NCES were all joined in a gitional Center for Educational Quality Jssurance
I\

has cited Harris County and Texas for exceptionally productive evaluation,

efforts. . Both the state'agency and the county conibute to national eval-

uation designs by doing data,analyses that fit.the overall pattern. Instant

national dissemination of arl research findings via'the electronic netwgrks

means less wasted effort and duplication in regearch.

ILI my vision of our educational future you see tht research and

evaluation as education have bec.o. an even more important part of everyday

life. Despite the pessimik that our current picture of budget cutbacks '

jcould create, we must keep our vision fixed on a more distant future in order

that we may work vigorously to bring,about the future that humankind needs.
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Evaluation, although its form may change, will always be critiCally needed

because evaluation, biter all, is4siMply educational informaton. Who can

imagine an "inform4ion age" where educattonal.information is not of the

essence?
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